
The ultimate 
polymeric vinyl range
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“ I have been using the REVolution range for 
over 10 years - it has performed faultlessly, 
with incredible value. The Australian warranty 
gives me additional peace of mind.”
- JON, QLD



The REVolution series, 
high-performance vinyl range. 
Perfect for Australian conditions.

 
 

 
 

Manufactured in Germany, using cutting-edge technology, the REVolution range of 
wide format polymeric products deliver outstanding results in even the toughest conditions.

More than 14 years of development and field-testing has produced a range of products 
that have been honed and evolved to meet the needs of even the most discerning 
customers. Resulting in a trusted, consistent, and reliable range of premium products 
that are supported by an industry leading, 5-year Australia-wide manufacturer’s warranty.

With over 700,000 metres sold in Australia (or the distance between Melbourne and Sydney), 
REVolution has emerged as the first choice for experienced customers.

REVolution offers exceptional print results across a wide range of print and ink technologies. 
The face layer of REVolution films use the highest quality polymeric PVC, which ensures incredible 
print consistency and vibrancy, allowing you to complete any job with confidence and ease.

REVolution’s unique combination of layers produce products that are both unique and 
highly sought after. Developments include time-saving enhancements such as an air-flow liner 
for fast, bubble-free installs, whilst the environmentally friendly water-based adhesives 
utilise the latest in chemical advancements and are 100% solvent free. 

Genuine care for people and the environment is also built into the REVolution manufacturing process. 
The range is produced to the most stringent quality and environmental management standards 
including REACH and RoHS certifications plus EMAS and EN ISO 14001:2105. 

The REVolution range has been designed to deliver exceptional results everytime!  
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The REVolution range boasts 
the industry’s most straight-
forward Australia Wide Warranty 
for digital print vinyl. With no 
geographical zone reductions, 
or expected durability 
statements, REVolution 
products come with a true 5 
year warranty, as supported 
by HVG Graphics Media and 
our long-standing European 
manufacturer. With more than 
14 years of local use, we assure 
you this range stands the test 
of time.

All of the product layers used
throughout this range have
been carefully selected to
work in conjunction with each
other, and to provide you with
predictable and brilliant results
every time. The incredible
consistency of REVolution
is achieved by manufacturing
under strict quality control
in a dedicated clean, modern, 
solvent free facility, right
in the heart of Germany

Product longevity often falls
short when faced with harsh 
Australian conditions. With over 
14 years of successful use in some 
of the harshest rural, coastal 
and urban locations across 
Australia, our experience provides
the confidence you need 
that REVolution can withstand 
even the most unwelcoming 
Australian conditions. The fact 
that customers keep choosing 
REVolution products every 
day is a testament to how well 
this range performs.

Whether you need durable 
outdoor signage or vibrant 
window decorations, creative 
wall or hoarding graphics, 
the REVolution series has 
a product to suit. Our range 
of matching protective 
overlaminates will provide even 
more protection, ensuring 
your work will look pristine 
for years to come. 

All REVolution rolls are 50 
metres in length, giving you 
maximum meterage and 
value per roll. The standard 
width of 1370mm is available 
across the entire range, and in 
most items, a market leading 
1600mm wide too. REVolution 
products enable you to  
maximise your profitability  
whilst minimising waste.

AUSTRALIA 
WIDE 
WARRANTY

EUROPEAN 
QUALITY

TESTED TO 
AUSTRALIAN 
CLIMATES

A PRODUCT  
FOR EVERY 
APPLICATION

MAXIMISE THE 
OPPORTUNITY
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 “These products 
 have lived up to our 
 high expectations, 
 and we have been 
 impressed with
 very little X-Y 
 movement.  
 The range’s 
 overlaminates
 don’t brown out
 in the harsh
 West Australian 
 environment ”

- AARON, WA



“  We highly 
recommend the 
REVolution range. 
It has consistently 
stood up in very 
demanding 
applications and 
installers love it.”
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- MARK, WA



REVolution™ Product Face Film Application Thickness Adhesive Liner 1370mm 1600mm Fire Rating

REV4101 Gloss White Print 80 micron Permanent Clear Double PE N/A

REV4103 Gloss White Print 80 micron Permanent Grey Double PE N/A

REV4104 Gloss White Print 80 micron Removable Grey Air Flow Liner N/A

REV4105G Gloss Clear Print / Overlaminate 80 micron Permanent Clear Double PE Group 1

REV4105M Matte Clear Print / Overlaminate 80 micron Permanent Clear Double PE Group 1

REV4106 Supertac Matte White Print 80 micron High Tack Permanent Grey Air Flow Liner Group 1

REV4107 Gloss White Print 80 micron Permanent Grey Air Flow Liner N/A

REV4108G Platinum Plus Gloss Clear Overlaminate 70 micron Permanent Clear Glassine N/A

REV4108S Platinum Plus Satin Clear Overlaminate 70 micron Permanent Clear Glassine N/A

REV4108M Platinum Plus Matte Clear Overlaminate 70 micron Permanent Clear Glassine N/A

REV4117 Frosted Frosted Clear Print / Cut 80 micron Permanent Clear Double PE N/A

REV4120 Wall Matte White Opaque Print 150 micron Removable Clear Double PE Group 1
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Fire Rating achieved against Australian Standard AS 5637.1-2015.
Please refer to individual product data sheets for more specifi c information on products and suggested applications. E.O.E. T&Cs of Sale Apply

REV4114 Eclipse                    Gloss White Opaque Print 160 micron Permanent Clear Air Flow Liner N/A



 “REVolution 
 provides us 
 everything we
 need and
 more, from
 day-to-day 
 applications, 
 to high value
 specialty 
 installations. ”
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The most versatile 
clear product.
REV4105 is suitable as both a print fi lm 
and an overlaminate. The tried and tested 
REV4105 range is available in high gloss 
and low glare matte.  

Using the highest grade of polymeric  
PVC fi lm and a heavy double PE coated liner, 
REV4105 ensures excellent printability 
across a wide range of different printer types 
as well as an excellent overlaminate too. 

- JO, SA



 installations. ”

Make your
prints last.
REV4108 Platinum Plus products are the 
latest in our range of dedicated overlaminates. 
There are three distinct fi nishes, including 
high gloss, satin and low glare matte.  

With the highest level of UV inhibitors of any 
REVolution product, REV4108 Platinum Plus 
overlaminates are the best choice to keep your 
prints looking their best for the longest time. 
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“We recently transitioned 
to the REVolution range 

and it’s been an easy
and faultless process.”

- RYAN, NSW
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Master walls on a 
grand scale.
REV4120 Wall is a new and bespoke self-
adhesive vinyl to help you conquer the 
booming wall graphics market. The opaque 150 
micron thick fi lm enables fast installation and 
helps cover wall imperfections with ease. 

The perfect choice for both temporary and 
permanent hotel murals, retail wall graphics 
and large scale indoor/outdoor hoardings.



REV4114 Eclipse is the go-to film for quality 
doubled-sided graphics applied to transparent 
surfaces such as glass. The 100% light-block face 
film guarantees absolutely no image show-through 
on either side.

Typical applications include double-sided  
window decals and escalator side graphics  
using printed REV4114 Eclipse laminated to  
reverse printed clear REV4105.

REV4114 Eclipse can also be used on its own  
where you require total light-block from  
a white backed product.

Impeccable  
double-sided 
graphics
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CONTACT US:

1300 851 033
graphics@hvg.net.au
www.hvggraphics.com.au

NSW/ACT

Sydney
29 Henderson Street
Turrella NSW 2205

VIC/TAS

Melbourne
25 West Park Drive
Derrimut VIC 3026

QLD

Brisbane
128 Mica Street
Carole Park QLD 4300

SA/NT

Adelaide
57 Barnes Avenue
Marleston SA 5033

WA

Perth
72 Bushland Ridge
Bibra Lake WA 6163

Shop online at 

Printed on recycled stock

www.hvggraphics.com.au
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